Creating a Well-Constructed Machine Stitch

The quality of a finished clothing or other sewing constructed project depends on the use of a well-constructed stitch—either machine or hand. The ideal stitch has balanced tension. This occurs when there is an equal amount of top thread and bobbin thread linked together with a layer of fabric between. Achieving a well-constructed machine stitch can be difficult, but knowing how a stitch is formed and how tension is created in the machine will help to know what adjustments should be made to achieve appropriate balance.

How A Stitch Is Formed

The threaded needle penetrates the fabric and reaches its lowest point, which is in the bobbin area. As the needle rises the top thread forms a loop for the shuttle hook to catch. The shuttle hook is the circular piece in which your bobbin rests. This circle is not complete, one end is rounded and the other is a jagged hook that catches the loop formed by the upper thread. The shuttle hook carries the upper thread around and under the bobbin case as it rotates. The loop slides off the hook and up from the bobbin case, however, it is still looped around the bobbin thread which gets pulled up with the top thread. The two threads looped together in this way are set into the fabric as a lockstitch.

Tension

Tension is the tightness with which thread passes through the machine. Correct tension happens when an equal amount of both top and bobbin threads form a link that will rest in the middle of your fabric layers. The stitches formed will be even and fabric will lie flat. When your stitch is anything but correct most likely tension needs adjusting. Tension for the top thread is controlled with the tension dial. In some machines the bobbin thread can also be adjusted, but this varies so consult your owners manual for further information. Do a tension test. Before you start sewing with cut out pattern pieces, thread the machine and use a scrap of the same fabric to test that the tension is correct. If the top thread is too tight the links will show on the top of your fabric.
Tension Dial

Top thread tension is controlled with the tension dial on the outside of the machine. The tension dial controls tension discs, which open and close to have a spectrum of a tight to loose grip on the top thread creating more or less tension. There are a variety of labeling systems for different machines, but fundamentally the higher the tension dial is set the greater the tension while the lower settings create less tension.

If top thread tension is too tight the link formed by the two threads will lie on the top layers of the fabric. The goal here is to decrease top thread tension to bring the link down toward the center of your fabric. Turning dial to a lower number will lessen the pressure on the thread from the tension discs.

If top thread tension is too loose the link formed by the two threads will lie on the bottom layers of the fabric. Now the goal is to increase top thread tension to bring the link up to the center of your fabric. Turning the dial to a higher number will increase the amount of pressure on the thread from the tension discs.

Figure 3. Tension dial.

Well-Constructed Machine Stitch Standards

A well-constructed machine stitch should:

- Utilize appropriate needle and thread for fabric being used. Needle holes should only be visible where the thread for the stitch is. Excessive holes should not be visible.
- Be consistent with the fabric used for the project. Specifically, if using a heavy fabric the stitch should be longer in length.
- Have balanced top and bottom threads applying the thread tension information above. The stitch should look the same on the front and back of fabric.
- Be secured at the beginning and end of the stitch applying the forward three stitches, back three stitches to start and finish a stitch.
- Be placed at an appropriate distance from the edge of the fabric depending on purpose of stitching.
- Be free of loose threads, straight, and functional or decorative (depending on purpose).
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